Legacy blocks
Should they stay or
should they go?

Migrating legacy data

Data is the currency of today’s digital
economy, and it’s never been easier
and more secure to migrate legacy
data and unlock business value
Insurers know they need to modernize their
policy administration systems to grow their
businesses more profitably. So why would some
insurers replace their administration system, yet
leave policies on the legacy platform? Some
insurers lack the resource capacity or capability
in house. Others consider the costs and
potential risks too great compared to the
potential return on investment. These were valid
concerns, until now.
New tools, technologies and delivery
approaches make it more cost effective than
before to migrate legacy blocks with
substantially less risk. They also unlock business
value from the data and provide valuable
insights that can drive product innovation,
market opportunities and deliver a consistent
consumer and agent experience across product
lines and channels.

3. Data services and data integration
technology improve access to a wider variety of
data types, and the cloud provides the scale
businesses need to manage volumes of data.
Migration is much more than moving volumes
of policies. It's about reducing operational risk to
the business and clients. Therefore, it’s critical
that the data work in the target system and
across internal and external business systems.
There in lies the secret to successful data
migration – a strategic enterprise data approach
– one that delivers business value without
compromising business operations.
What follows is a proven approach, successfully
applied by some of the largest U.S. life
insurance and annuity providers, to migrate
legacy policies.

Consider the following advancements
supporting the migration movement:
1. New iterative methodologies avoid
massive lengthy migrations; and instead,
break down migrations into smaller projects,
which can reduce risk and deliver
incremental value up front.
2. Source format-agnostic conversion tools
enable you to not only extract, but also
transform the data to work in the target
system. These tools use automated table
and data mapping and balancing, along
with data validation testing and cleansing
reports. They streamline the process and
ensure data integrity.

Source: Accenture Research Digital Decoupling survey of 1018
C-suite executives, July 2018
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Proven migration framework
combines delivery expertise and
technology tools to minimize cost
and risk
A successful migration framework emphasizes data veracity throughout the migration process and
beyond. This is essential to not only minimize cost and risk, but also to deliver confidence in the
accuracy of your data wherever it’s used throughout your ecosystem.
Begin the migration project with a discovery phase to establish the scope and strategy for the
migration. Iterative data analysis, design, and development and test of migration rules by business
topic help address data issues early in the project, which lowers costs and condenses the project
timeline.

FIGURE 1: MIGRATION FRAMEWORK.
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Organize for success
Evaluate your capacity and available resource
capability to keep the project on track and ensure
uninterrupted service to your customers. It’s far
more efficient to staff appropriately than react to
a migration gone wrong, which could have a
significant impact, particularly on costs related to
intangible items such as brand reputation and
regulatory compliance.

After assessing the organization’s resources,
establish a governance structure to ensure
teams (internal and external) are aligned on the
following:
• Migration data within project scope and
where it resides
• Steps to create and maintain the data

Conduct a gap analysis of your internal resources
to determine if you’ll need to bring in external
expertise and/or capacity. When considering a
third-party engagement, vendors should provide
tiers of support based on your specific needs, as
shown in figure 2.

• Understand how the data will be used and
how it will work with other systems
Then develop the migration plan, keeping in
mind enterprise data management best
practices (figure 3).

FIGURE 2: SUPPLEMENT INTERNAL RESOURCES BASED ON THREE MIGRATION CATEGORIES.
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FIGURE 3: BEST PRACTICE FRAMEWORK ENSURES GOOD ENTERPRISE DATA HYGIENE.
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Plan for success
The goal of a migration plan is first and
foremost to minimize risk — whether risk
to your company’s reputation or
compliance risk — followed by seamless
data integration across your internal and
external business systems. Start with a
process that allows for flexibility and
automation where possible, to ensure
data accuracy without compromising the
project’s timeline. Consider the following
areas:

1. Process
2. Data Model and Standards
3. Data Cleansing and Testing
4. Technology Tools
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Plan for success
2. Data Model and Data Standards

1. The Process

Data model and standards are driven by a sound
enterprise data strategy, as illustrated in figure 3.
Together they ensure data quality during
migration and validate that migrated data works
in the target system. Data quality and data
migration rely on data profiling and cleansing.

Discovery and analysis provide a deep
understanding of the source data—legacy
policies, product rules, data availability from one
or various sources, and quality—among other
characteristics such as existing extracts and
knowledge about legacy products and their
data. The end-to-end migration approach
shown in figure 4 highlights two critical
concepts, automated transformation and the
configurable migration gateway, that ensure the
extracted data is transformed to work in the new
system. These source-agnostic conversion tools
enable greater speed and flexibility to iteratively
test for: (1) issues within the conversion process
itself, and (2) issues with how the data behaves
in the target system and ecosystem, including
accounting, reporting and data warehousing,
among other systems.

Figure 5 illustrates the extract, transform and
load (ETL) process. Notice the transform area
applies business rules. This is a critical area of
migration. It requires an understanding of
insurance industry best practices to not only
develop the rules, but also adapt them in real
time, based on validation testing. With industry
expertise, automation in this area can speed the
process, while ensuring data accuracy.

FIGURE 4: ACCENTURE DATA MIGRATION APPROACH.
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FIGURE 5: THE ETL PROCESS REQUIRES KEEN UNDERSTANDING OF INSURANCE INDUSTRY BEST PRACTICES.
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3. Data Cleansing and Testing

Apply a pragmatic four-component approach
to streamline data cleansing without
compromising data quality during
transformation, including:
1. Relevancy rules
Check data inconsistencies across the
whole enterprise by performing cross
checks between master and
transactional data.
2. Data standardization
Use standardized third-party data
sources for addresses, postal codes and
country codes.
3. Data deduplication
Enable the business user with a tool to
identify and manage duplicate records.
4. Data construction
Simplify how new data is handled by
building it when the data doesn’t exist
in the legacy system.

Continuous Testing
Continuous validation testing throughout
migration ensures data quality. It enables the
business to assess data readiness and adjust
cleansing and rules on a real-time basis. This is
the underpinning of a successful go live.

4. Comprehensive Technology
Toolbox

The migration process relies on a comprehensive
set of tools and technologies, along with
extensive insurance industry expertise to apply
them effectively. Automation, where possible,
streamlines processes and further ensures data
veracity.
The combination of tools, technologies and
expertise makes migration and the business
value from the data more feasible than in the
past. More importantly, it provides an effective
framework and process for the business to
continue to use and enhance its own internal
data capabilities.

FIGURE 6: CONTINUOUS VALIDATION TESTING ENSURES DATA QUALITY THROUGHOUT THE MIGRATION PROCESS.
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FIGURE 7: DATA MIGRATION TECHNOLOGY TOOLBOX.
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Putting it all
together

Use the data migration framework to delve deep
into the composition of the data, ensuring data
integrity while minimizing cost and risk throughout
migration. The framework outlines best practices
for establishing controls and audit processes
around the data. It identifies resources, including
subject matter experts, and proven tools that can
achieve the expected outcome and compress the
timeline.

FIGURE 8: MIGRATION FRAMEWORK.
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Integrate with success
Up-front emphasis on planning and testing pays
dividends later. It not only unlocks legacy data,
but also ensures that it works within the source
system and integrates seamlessly across your
ecosystem. Additionally, the process, data
models, standards and tools can be re-used for
future data-related projects, including: one-time
ERP implementations; on-going data exchanges
between systems in production; organizational
changes from mergers, acquisitions and
divestitures; and any technical project where data
movement is a key component.

Source: Accenture Research Digital Decoupling survey
of 1018 C-suite executives, July 2018

Get more value from your data and
a modern policy administration
system
Don’t let extracts, business rules and processes
become obstacles. Leverage your legacy data.
Migrate it to benefit the customer, channel
partners and your business. Use it to help
advance next generation technologies including
artificial intelligence and machine learning that
rely on data to deliver a more personalized digital
consumer experience and more profitable
operation.

Legacy blocks no longer need to remain a legacy.
Learn how Accenture’s experienced subject
matter experts, tools, automated processes,
cloud flexibility and database technology
advances can help you migrate more feasibly.
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About Accenture’s
insurance migration
practice
Conversion experts
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• Conversion accelerator tools
• SaaS model option
• Global Delivery Centers
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